Long Rider Lessons from the Past
By
Edward Percy Stebbing
In our on-going effort to document the history of equestrian travel, The Long Riders’
Guild has uncovered a “lost” Story from the Road.
While doing research for The Guild’s Horse Travel Handbook, we recovered a rare book
entitled Cross Country Riding. Written in 1938 by an English Long Rider named Edward
Percy Stebbing, there are less than half a dozen copies of the book now in existence. In
addition to sharing the wisdom gained from years of riding in both India and England,
the author made the startling announcement that he had been inspired to write his book
because of the immense success of “The Long Distance Ride.” A diligent hunt through a
great many archives finally located a copy of Stebbing’s article wherein he described
how hundreds of equestrians rode from all points of England so as to gather in a grand
ceremony in southern Britain.
Dated August, 1937, the story described how a host of British horse riders set out from
eight starting points, bound for a central meeting place at Eastbourne. Not only were the
editors of the sponsoring magazine surprised that more than twice as many people as
expected decided to ride across Southern England, they also reported that one
contestant came from as far away as Norway. Nor was an age a factor, as the oldest
rider was 76 and the youngest only 11 years old.
What Long Rider Stebbing’s terrific article reveals is that there are unexpected lessons
to be learned when ring riders venture out of doors, be it in 1937 or seventy years later
in 2007. Not only do they develop their courage, more importantly, they realize that
riding isn’t merely about detail, it is about individual accomplishment. Regardless of
what year the calendar says, equestrians in search of the “centaur moment” are
learning that it isn’t “Thou Must” but rather “This Is.”
Benno Affolter, the expert on Aimé Tschiffely who is writing a biography of the greatest
Long Rider of the twentieth century, wrote to The Guild with this fascinating information
regarding the Long Distance ride described in the following pages. “One who was also
present at Eastbourne was our Aimé F. Tschiffely, though not as a rider but merely as a
spectator, according to an article in the Manchester Evening News of July 12, 1937.
‘[…] I have been writing steadily now for about three years and I doubt whether I could
keep on a horse’s back. I should certainly fall off if it coughed! At any rate, I like to see
others riding, and I am going down to Eastbourne – by train, mind you – to meet the
rally on their arrival.[…]’” he told the reporter,” Benno informed The Guild.

